About Terramin
Terramin Australia Limited (Terramin) is an Australian based company
with its main assets and interests in South Australia and Algeria

The company is registered in Australia with its
Registered Office in Adelaide, SA (Australian Business
Number 67 062 576 238). Its shares are listed on
the Australian Securities Exchange in 2003 (ASX)
(Symbol: TZN).
Terramin is the parent holding company controlling
Terramin Exploration Pty Ltd which holds the
Bird in Hand Gold Project and associated leases.
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Terramin holds the Exploration Licences 5469 and 6319.
Terramin administers and maintains the mineral
claim and exploration licence and the other statutory
instruments required by legislation and regulation.
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Terramin has a highly capable team to take projects
from exploration through feasibility to production.
This team is supported by a Board which has extensive
business and project development experience.
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Terramin Gold – South Australia
The SA government has identified gold as a key commodity for the State,
recognising that South Australia is highly prospective for gold and has 27.5% of
Australia’s demonstrated gold resource. Terramin developed a South Australian
Gold Strategy and announced an aspirational target of one million ounces from
regional exploration targets in July 2018.
Richard Taylor, Terramin CEO noted, that South Australia has been built on
mining and that...

Bird in Hand historic workings north-south section (DME_SA 94-33)

“Terramin has the skills to realise these opportunities with smart
technologies, less impact and to create wealth for the community
by working with government regulators to ensure protection of
the environment and the community.”

